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Dean of Students Dr. Jay Finkelman
Resigns
Assumes Exec.
V.P. of

Art Carved

I .
..:~.,

by Donald Laub and Sandy
, . .Jacolow
Jay Finkelman, Dean of
Students since September 1976,
will leave that post, effective
January 1, 1980 and assume the
position of Executive VicePresident of Art Carved, a
subsidiary of Lennox, Inc.
"I love Baruch and have made
many friends over the years,"
Dean Finkelman said about his
exit. "I have all regrets about
leaving Baruch," he said. Dean
Finkelman will still be involved
with Baruch throughthe Alumni
Association and other functions
which he plans to attend.
Accomplishments that stand
out most in his mind over the past
three and one half years are the
"independent supervision of the
student elections through Honest
Ballot Inc., the high integrity of
the .student newspapers, being

independent from the Dean of
Students ·Office;
and
the
facilitation of students right to
serve on all committees."
Dean Finkelman said he has
had the support of President
Segall and the two previous
college presidents. President
Segall professed his regret at the
announcement
of
Oet n
Finkelman's planned departure.
President Segall brought up the
point that Dean Finkelman served
effectively under three Presidents.
"He isthe youngest senior college
dean in C.U.N.Y.," President
Segall said, "but the senior dean
at Baruch. Jay will be profoundly
missed, of course, and no one
should feel reluctant about telling
him so."
President Segall will initiate the
search process for someone to fill
the Dean's slot. He will designate
who will serve on the search

the break-in. No by-passers or
students reported any unusual
occurrences during that time.
The method used to remove the
locks has not been confirmed.
However, scratch marks on the
locks provided evidence that
indicated either plyers or, a metal
rod was used to force the locks
open.• By simply slipping the rod
between the lock's body and bar,
the robbers could force the lock
apart until the latch was severed. .
According to members of the
fencing team, the locker room
showed no signs of break-in
'before '3::3a·p.m. Upon theteam

Held on
Schedule

committee. Whether or not
students will be represented on
this committee is uncertain at this
time.
Student representatives on. the
search committee is a concern
thai Dean Finkelman has expressed to President Segall. As to
who his successor will be, Dean
Finkelman said that right now,
"There is no way of telling who
will assume responsibility. The
committee advises the President
and the final decision is his."
.Problerns his successor. will
, fiave;,~-··iepl~d·'-b~an·.c FinketIDan'
glibly, 'are living up to the expectations of his eating habits at
. receptions and dinners. The Dean
boasts· about his C.U.N.Y.
"records of eating 18 roast
chickens (skinless) and his other
record of eating 21 rolls in 30
minutes. "
Ron Aaron, now the Assistant
Dean of Students, will become
.. the
Acting Dean. While he is glad
that Dean Finkelman WIll be
improving his financial status, he
emphasized that he feels bad to
see him go. "Jay's very nature
has been an asset to I his departmerit and the school," Dean
Aaron said. He noted that while
they have diffferent personalities,
"we complemented each other
and worked well together."

-

~

As for the continued smooth
functioning of the Dean of
Students office, Dean Aaron feels
cont . on p. 7 col. I

Over $500 Stolen In Locker Room Robbery
On Nov. 7, during a Baruch
basketball scrimmage, unidenti fied intruders broke into
- seventeen lockers belonging to
student athletes. According to
verbal reports given to Professor
Eng ,
Director of Student
Athletics, the lackers were broken
into between the hours of 3:30
and 5:30 p.rn.
The basketball scrimmage
served as a diversion for the
assailants, as they proceeded to
remove the combination locks.
The process of removing the locks
created some noise- but the noise
. ·of.the'baskel&all:;gani~r nuisked-

Meeting

members return from practice at
5:30 p.rn., they reported the
robbery to Professor Eng.
Professor Eng quickly checked
the damage but Security was not
called in at that time. Professor
Eng informed students to report
all losses to his and the Security
Office. Using
Dr. Eng's office list
.
and student claims to this
reporter, an estimated amount of
over $500 dollars in personal
property and cash was stolen.
Security claimed no reports
were filed in their 'office; they
were unaware of a robbery oc-

.
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President states, " . . . it is not necessary to consult
students on administrative matters."
by Anthony Wells and Sandy

There is a code on record which
states that each department must

l~plo~.·

give 15070 -of its classes-each day,

..

.In a r-ecent meeting, President
and 9010 each boor. According to
Segall and Vice President Green
Vice Pres. Green, Baruch uhas
expressed their confidence in the generally disregarded this rule as
experimental change .in class
long as class grids are filled. "
scheduling for Spring '80.
D.S.S.G. Vice President Artie
The meeting was held in
Freedman feels that there are /
response to student opposition to
limited choices on the sliced
the proposed changes. Members
classes, therefore restricting
of Day Session Student Governstudent, options. He stronglymerit felt this would decrease the
argues that a five day schedule is
chance of students having a day
inevitable.
off, and would subsequently be
Student Government feels that
required to attend classes 5 days a
the students will suffer from a
week.
lack of free time, hurting their
Vice Pres. Green attempted to ability to work part time. They
assure the students that the plan are also concerned about the fact
was "not a substantial change."
that they were not consulted on
He claims the main 'thrust of the the proposal. They were first
plan "is to reduce the potential
notified after tile proposal had a
conflicts to the registering
"high probability" of irnstudent."
plementation in Spring '80.
President Segall added that "this
President Segall explained to
is an experiment which" will
LaHY Jacobs that- "students are
regularize the class schedule. He affected by anything done in this
emphasized that it will lessen
school, and it is not necessary to
potential conflicts by giving the consult students on adstudent more options.
ministrative matters." In sharp
The administration believes that
contrast to that, a statement in the
the major difference between the
Baruch "'irregular,
which
new proposal and the system now
originates from the office of the
in use is the sliced 100 minute
President, said "This change has
class. The sliced 100 minute class
been discussed widely within and
is to begin 15 minutes after the without the Baruch Community;"
hour, and end on. the half hour.
Further Vice Pres. Green stated
The late start and early end,
"his office discussed the proposal
according to Vice Pres. Green
with individual students at
"will help alleviate the elevator random':' Their response in 'his
problem." The sliced classes will
words were "jt was, no big
be given on M-W, W-F, M-F, and change."
T-Th.
.
When asked the probability of
The success of this new plan the proposal being used during
'relies heavily on the Department Spring '80 registration, Vice Pres.
Chairmen.
Each
chairmen Green replied "99.9070". Pres.
receives a list of classrooms Segall explained "there are fewer
available to him every starting students registering in the Spring,
time. After consultation with his in case of trouble it would be
professors he assigns rooms ar his easier. In the Fall, if it fai~ it:
discretion.
.., .. - would be a lot worse.'
. ,
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New Curriculum Requirements
Twelve' Credit Minor
N ow, In Effect.

BBA Foreign Language Change
by Helen Chan

In order to obtain the Bachelor
of Business Administration
«BBA) Degree offered by the,
School of Business and Public
Administration; a student must
meet all the requirements for the
BBA Degree and complete at least
128 credits. (A minimum of 64
credits are to be taken in liberal
arts courses and a minimum of 54
credits in business courses. The
ten credits are considered "free"
electives and, therefore, may be
used for liberal arts or business
courses).
One of the courses to be taken in
the Liberal Arts Base is in the
foreign language area. One would
wonder why he would have to
take a course in this area. When
asked for the purpose of a.
Ms. Bertha S. Newhouse Assistant
student's taking of a foreign foreign language if he:
language in Baruch other than for
1 Has TWO years of foreign
fulfilling the BBA requirements,
language in high school. He
Ms. Bertha S. Newhouse,
may begin a new language or
Assistant Dean of the School of
continue the same language at
Business
and
Public
Adt he lower intermediate level
rn irristr at ion , replied, "The
(3001).
___ .~~_n_ .facultyfeelsthar a student-should .... -LHas T.-WO-andONE-HA-bF- -have the -knowledge of another
(2Y2) years of foreign language
language. We are a business
in high school. He may begin a
school,
which
entails
innew language or continue the
ternational trade as well. "
same language at the upper
How does a student know if he
intermediate level (3002).
must take a foreign language or
3. Has LESS THAN TWO
not?
YEARS of a high school
A student will NOT have to take
language. He may use one
further studies of a modern
year's study of any language to
foreign language if he:
satisfy the requirement.
1. has completed 3 or more
4. Is a foreign student who has
years of the same language.
had a high school education in
However, he may continue the
the United States.
same language on the 4000
In the latter category, for
level if he wants to.
Numbers 1, 2, and 3, a years
2. has passed a three-year study in that language is required,
Regents examination.
in which a student is given 6-8
3. is a foreign student from a credits for the year. NO CREDiT
non-English speaking country will be given without the comand has had high school .pletion of the sequence.
education in that country;
By . understanding how high
therefore he is exempt from school units are determined in
the
BBA
language foreign language, a student is able
requirements.
to comprehend the language
A student will HA VE to take requirements much better. Listed

,

I

OVE~EAS JOBSSummer/year round. Europe, S.
America, Australia, Asia, Etc.
All Fields, 5500-51,200 monthly.
Expenses paid. Sightseeing. Free
infoWrite: IJC, Box 52-NC Corona
Del Mar, Ca. 92625

NDD"TUTORING?
All Subjects ~ Any Level

-Get tile Best!
Call:
Columbia University Tutoring 4 TranSlating Agency
280-2394
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by Mindy Knopman
All Baruch students, freshmen,
transfer, -and re-entering, who
have entered the college as of
Sept. 1979 will be required to
have a 12-credit minor:
There are 2 possible ways of
fulfilling this requirement: 1)
Take a 12-credit minor designated
by the prospective Departments;
2) Take total of 12 credits from
courses on the 3000-4000 level.
These 12 credits are to be part of
the required 128 credits needed to
graduate.
I ncorning freshmen are notified
of the new requirement when they
see their curricular guidance
advisor. The course catalog
(available at the registrar's office)
includes information concerning
,:.:-:......
..
Dean of the School of Business
t he minor requirement.
below are the ways used to
The School of Liberal Arts has
determine high school units In
published a pamphlet containing
foreign language:
a list of all 27 minors. available
A, If a student has taken a
and the courses needed to
language below ninth grade,
complete them. The School of'
its units are not counted in the
Business has not yet completed its
calculation of' high school
listing, and is not sure when the
----uni-fS--in-language-;--'Fhe-reas-orr----P<imph!etwiU-be available.---------for this is that "ninth grade is
Although the minor is manthe beginning of high schooL"
datory, transfer-. students are
B. To receive units in foreign
sometimes required to have more
language, one does not have to
than 128 credits to graduate. In
pass the Regents examination.
these cases "a, minor would inC. The student is given units in
crease the ~er of credits
for e i g n
I a n g u age
required above and beyond what
correspondingly if he has
they would otherwise need,"
taken and passed the Regents
according to Dean Newhouse.
esamination.
Dean Newhouse feels the minor _
1. TWO units are given if he
requirement is pertinent to the
has passed ONE year of
Baruch student. "Students would
language in high school but
be acquiring some depth in a
has passed the TWO- YEAR
particular field." There is a need
Regents.
for a structured program to insure
cont. on pg. 7 strength.

a

.

Dean Newhouse added "Low
level information is not typical of
what a college graduate should
have."
The following is a list of minors
available in the School ;f Liberal
Arts: Black Studies, Hispanic
Studies, English-Journalism-Literature-Writing-Film, History,
Mathematics-Business Applications-Computer Science-Probability and Statistics-Applied
Mathematics, Modern Languages-French-Hebrew-Italian- .
Spanish, Music, Environmental
Studies, Psychology-Industrial
Psych-Educational Psych-Social
Work, Sociology, Anthropology,
Speech-Business & Public Communication-General Communication-Theatre.
For more information, Room
1521,725-3128, or 3228.

····SUMMER'80
What will you do?
New 1980 Directory gives you
contacts (names & addresses)
for Summer Jobs

ORDER TODAY
only $6.95 (& $1.05 handling)
Check or cash to:
Campus Concepts
P.O. Box 1072, Dept. N-249 ...
Ft. Laud., Fla. 33302

Liberal Arts Faculty Opposes
Schedule Change
The Liberal Arts and Sciences
facult y
voted
unanimously
October 31 to oppose a new class
scheduling plan "until there is
input from every appropriate
quarter of the college. "
The move came in response to a
report
from
Student
Ad.minisrrative Service Director
Peter Jonas, who will implement
the schedule
with
Spring
registration.
President Segall. responded to
the vote with a memorandum to
school faculty members the
following'day saying: "It should'
be clear that no one knows with
certainty how these proposed
guidelines will work, but the risks
appear small and the possible
benefi ts large."
,
He also wrote that the proposed
guidelines "are experimental and
timed to be carried out during the
Spring . registr~ti(;>n'Yhich has:
'" ,
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traditionally been easier than the
Fall
registration.
If
adherence to the guidelines imposes significant inconvenience
and cost, the plan must be altered.
But the only way to arrive at such
a decision is in the light of sincere
attempts to develop conforming
schedules. "
The scheduling plan is complex.
One presentation of its workings
can be found in the November 1
issue of The Baruch Irregular. It
described the plan as designed to
permit students "a greater
number of courses from which to
choose."
Objections to the plan came
from Professor Jean Jofen,
among others, who called the
change
"dangerous"
and
predicted that it would lead to
scheduling inflexibility which
would resuI,t, in students taking
fewer cQur~es. ' " .
.' . .
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Opposi tion was also voiced by
Mr. Larry Jacobs, Day Session
St udentGovernmen t president.
He said he feared that students'
schedules would now require
them to be on campus five days a
week, limiting their employment
opportunities.
A . meeting between faculty
members and the administration
on the issue is planned today.

.--------------.
GMAT/LSAT
GRE/SAT

Math Classes
Forming Now
By experienced
college instructor
12 hours-'.$60
(212) 473~2934
STAT~ Dept.
Ex. 3147 or 3168
~
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Planned Schedule .
Change Draws Fire

Since the first news of the
. proposed plan for .class schedule
changes for next semester there
,
has been a general attitude against
it from the student body as well as
the faculty. Though the administration claims that the new
scheduling is "no big change,"
plernentation for Spring '80 is
everyone does not agree:
"99070. "
by Anthony Wells
The students feel that it is a ..
Granted the additional insignificant change that does not
formation dispels the rumors of
work in their favor. ~ Their op- conference was arranged with only M-W-F and T-TH classes,
position is exemplified by over President Segall 'and Vice- which would make the probability
2,000 signatures on petitions.
President Green.
of a five day school week unTo its credit, Day Session
The result of. that tete-a-tete comfortably' high. But is a lower
Student Government spearheaded (attended by seven students, probability any more comthe petition drive and issued including myself) was the fortable? Are the needs of
statements,(via flyers) voicing dispersal by the President of more students given proper contheir disapproval of the "ex- information concerning the sideration under this pain? Is this
periment." As a result of that purpose of the plan and some of plan which will disadvantage and
drive and a presentation by its characteristics. In addition, discriminate
against
some
student representatives at a V.P. Green assured us that the ; students, be acceptable to the
General Faculty Meeting, a probability of the plan's im- I student body?
'

I

'

,

,

,

In fairness, the plan does have
an iota of a chance for success. If,
a very BIG AND VITAL IF, the
department chairmen evenly
distribute classes among the
various time grids, then the plan
will, function. Most important is
the sliced lOO minute time grid
which the administration points
to as the key to' the plan. These
sliced 100 minute grids allows for
classes to be offered on M- W; WF; or M-F. However; fiscal
scarcity and faculty seniority may
figure heavily into the chairmen's
decisions.

Whatever the outcome it seems
that most students will have
Friday classes. Also, students
seeking to cut down on the
number of days will have' to
lengthen their day and shorten the
time in between classes.
While the experiment eliminates
the class conflict problem during
registration and regularizes class
schedules, it ignores other crucial
ones. The plan does not addres~
the problem of getting from one
building to another in 10 minutes.
Neither does it tackle overcrowded classes, under-utilized
class sections .or congested
elevators. It is, as the administration agrees, simply a
band-aid: A band-aid applied to
an area that needs major surgery.
cont, on p.-7
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Reduced Club Funds Mark
New Budget
by Sandy Jacolow
backs have been taken by the
On November 13 the Bernard M. clubs and student media.
Baruch College Association gave
Last year 61.clubs were allocated
the final approval on the $56,153. This year $42,343, inD.S.S.G. budget. This allowed eluding appeals, is to be divided
Student Government and all clubs among 70 clubs. After allocating
to spend money beyond their money to all established clubs, the
advanced allocations.
new clubs evenly divided the
Many clubs and organizations remaining amount, allowing them
have been complaining about the $156 apiece.
reduction in funds over the
Fifty-six of the established 58
amounts allocated last year. In clubs had funds greatly reduced.
-----~---tnanyc-ases-t1ie-teductlon
h asoeen-Tfiese reductIons werecased upon-as much as 50010 or more.
last year's allocations, not- exIn the 1978-1979 year, with penditures.. The only 2 clubs to
Charlie
St ut to
President, receive increases were Club N.Y..
D.S.S.G. had revenues of $500, and the Middle East Club
$138,419. It went on to spend $70. The reasoning behind the
$147,499, a deficit of $9,080. This tremendous increase; according
deficit had to be taken from to a council member, "is its
D.S.S.G.'s -a lr e ad y
low, potential for being a major club
unallocated reserves.
at Baruch." Up until now Club
This year D.S.S.G. has $133,006 N.Y. has only provided Baruch
.allocated. This would include with a disco.
closing out their unallocated
D.S.S.G. Treasurer Mitch
reserves, $14,493 less than spent Rosenthal has requested monthly
last year. The brunt of the cut- reports from all clubs on its

1

:,

expenditures. This will hopefully
be a reference for future use to
guard against a club' uniwsely
spending its money.
W.B.M.B., the college radio
station, will receive9n amount
equal to last year's expenditures,
whereas The Ticker received a
reduction of over 40010, and
Sentry a reduction of approximately 20070.
D.S.S.G. issued itself:.-.:'"$4~4.!.:",8~0~0~~...
comparedto-$45,013 last year.
Government has broken down
its aUocationas follows:

'

SeniorAffafrs ..•.
Campus Affairs
On Campus
OU'Campus
Supplies'
D.~.S.G. Offices
Personnel .....
Supplies & Equip

$1,900

.

•

_------.

:::l

>-

....._ _-..i

~-_

$2,000
Faculty Evaluation •••.

51,500

.....

"~

E

CIS

-,

sonne' goes to 4 secretaries
and 1 bursar to run the
D.S.S.G. office.

Miscellaneous . $1,000,
Advance Allocation •..•.

$8,000
$6,000
$ 400

D.S.S",G. has proposed to
co-sponsor a ply on -'Dec.' 20,
$44,800
for $1 ,000, this being half of its
Larry Jacobs, D.S.S.G.
co-sponsoring line for the
President, justifies the large
entire year. Except for tbeir ski
alleeatlcn by stating: "A good
trip, for which they are only
deal of our budget goes to
paying for buses, no other
administrative purposes, and - official plans have been made
it's really hard to try and cut
to spend the remainder of
money." The $7,400 for pertheir budget.

'-'2,000

$7,400
.....
$1,300
Printing &Adv
$2,300
Food
$6,000
Cosponsoring Events.

Store Owners Angered Over
BaruchDiscount Card

.

as did the other store owners, to
he though Larry Jacobs is to
Michele Dierlam, Freshman:
"Why are they keeping it quiet? '
the tune of $125, just to get their
blame because he refused to give
names on the back of a card that • them out, the reason being that he
If I had known about them, I would
(JACOBS) didn't knows enough
very few people even know exists.
have gotten one a long time ago.
The owner of the LA DELICE
about the cards to do anything
How do I go about getting one?"
PASTRY SHOP at Third Avenue
about them.
How? It's pretty simple. Just go
and 27th Street, who refused to be
Larry Jacobs is not the only one
down to the student center on
named, looked at the card with
who doesn't know enough about
22nd Street and you can find them
disgust. "It's no good at all.
the discount cards. Out of 100
in the lobby. They are on the same
Nobody ever comes in using it.
students asked' in a survey, only
counter as the reduced-price
I'll never bother with it again."
20 students had ever heard about
tickets for Broadway shows. This
One can hardly blame the store
the" cards. Here is a random
entitles you to a good discount
Charles Stuto former D.S.S.G. President
that the stores in this neighowners for getting so angry.
sampling of what most students'
-know why, they're not coming in
borhood have paid good money
However the students are not to
attitudes were:
by Bill Dudley
to buy. Maybe they don't know
to give to you. Aside from the
blame. A vast majority of
Ophelia Bomban, junior: "I
Although few students know it,
Tulip
Boutique and the La Delift
about the cards, or maybe they students don't know that these
never heard of them. It gets me
there are cards available in the
don't care, but they're not coming cards exist because they (the
Pastry Shop, the other stores
kind of a~gry because I feel that I
student center that give Baruch
in. "
giving discounts are:
cards) are given very little atam entitled to those discounts."
students discounts in certain
When asked if he thought if the tention by the student governCheryl Noel, Senior: "I know
Mariella Pizza Restaurant on
stores in the area. Very few
cards benefitted his business since m e n t .
Current
D.S.S.G.
about them now but I didn't find
3rd Avenue
students do know about it and
he started it 2 years ago, he President, Larry Jacobs, said that
out about them till this term.
Agresta's Deli on l06th St. '" 3rd
responded "No way even though he realizes the seriousness of the' They're Just sitting there in the
this has caused some store owners
Avenue
we do get quite' a lot of Baruch problem, but is unfamiliar with
to complain.
Student Center. _WHY don't they
Villa Dora Restaurant on 3rd
students coming in here, they the solution. "Those cards came
Michael Regev, owner of the
advertise that, these cards are
Ave. and 20th Street
never have the card. That's why I ' about under our last President
Tulip Boutique on East -23rd
available. I woul-dn't even know
Sbbwcase Florist, Shop on 3rd
believe that the 'cards are. wor- Charlie Stuto. I am still trying to
Street and Park Avenue South,
about them, had it not been that I
Ave. and 18th Street
thless. I doubt if I will bother get more information about
which is one of the stores giving a
was nosing around the center one
': discount, .,~ sPQ,'".. I)~ .. _~~inst the '\ paying for it again ne~t year. " , '
tD~91!:.'::I
.., , :'~i(.,·'r~ ~; .;.~' ! 1" ;~ay, l1 a nd fou~d ~ ~h1:e~ .1?Y. ~~-\
,F;v~rr<?n.~<?~~h.~~~t~r~.~!!I.¥J'."~ .• ~!
However
Char11e
Stut()
said
that
l:rdent
~-i t ~ ~ ,=.~. ~.s.,. ~ ", . ~.Ii , ~ J" ,. } -l'.J:')itA~.x"f-;C..i'_r· • ro~;.. . . .~t(:"" .... ~-.
, discount buYlhk~eird: HI don't :3 ADd pay for it, M;tR~~;aia:"
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Women'sYeieesrOne 'Woman's Opinion
; ..

The other day, I read a letter in
the Ann Landers column from a
, woman who drew a correlation
between the Equal Rights
Amendment and who should
change a car tire, a man or a'
woman. I am continually amazed
by the, misunderstandings people,
have regarding the Women's
Movement. In ~y past columns I
have tried 'to explain feminist
ideas, such as the E.R.A. But now
it is time for abroader look at the'
Women's Movement.
Basically it is a movement for
choice. Twenty years ago, women
- had little choice as to what to do
with their lives. As my mother put
it, "I never thought of what I
wanted to do when I grew up. I
knew I would get married and
have children." The idea of not
marrying and working for a living
was not an option available to
most women. Largely, what the
Women's Movement is trying to
create is a social and legal atmosphere where women and men
can choose what kind of life they
want to lead. Feminists want
women to be able to' choose
whether to marry or not, have
children or not, work outside the
home or not, be heterosexual or
homosexual, have ..reproductive
freedom and control over their
bodies. From the basic idea of
choice stem other theories, such
as equality before the law, equal
pay for equal work, elimination
of discrimination based solely on
sex and sexual orientation, the
right to birth control and
abortion-on demand and equality'
in the home,workplace and
school.
One of the misconceptions is
who are the women involved with
the Movement. The image of a
disgruntled housewife trying to
occupy her time and get out of the
responsibilities of her home or
spinsters who can't "get a man"
is simply untrue. The members of
the National Organization for

Few of these women realize the
problems they will encounter
until they have left college and are
in the middle of their work
situations. It is discouraging, to
see this naivete. The Women's
Movement has just begun to
With a full decade of active, change thi1Jgs-and things are
still far from perfect. The
feminism behind us, the women
Movement needs young women to
of Baruch seem to have the
continue to fight the battle for
opinion that everything has been
equality. If women settle for the
'done. They feel that when they
slim piece of the pie we have
graduate and go out into the
fought so hard to gain, the male
workplace, they will not enestablishment will have won. We
counter discrimination in hiring
will have been pacified due to our
and promotion. This sim-ply is not
own apathy.
true. Women still only earn 58¢
Every 'issue that the Women's
for every dollar that men make.
Movement takes a stand on efThe number of women executives
fects my sisters here at Baruch. I
is still under 2010. Women at this
hope that they open their eyes and
college are not spending four
become aware of what is going on
years to become "girl Fridays."
Many of the women at Baruch outside this college. Groups like
expect to walk into middle the Baruch Women's Center are
management level positions and there for women to learn and
advance at the same rate as men. grow together, to gain support
This is not necessarily going to from one another in order to fight
against what is unfair.
happen,
Coalition of Labor Union
Women and the National
Organization for Women are
formed. And the next thing you
know, you
have a Women's
Liberation Movement.

April

.Dunleavy
Women are from all social,
ethnic, religious and economic
groups. They are married and
single, young and old, black,
white and hispanic, What they are
tryingto do is help change what
they feel is unfair. The days of
bra-burnings are gone. We still
march from time to time; such as
the Speak-Out Against Pornography in October in New York
City. But moreover, we have
organized to fight for what we
believe. We try to work to remove
the word
crazy" that parenthetically appears in front of the
phrase "Woman Libber." We try
to have legislation passed that
would eliminate the discrepancies
in the law that discriminate
against women.

Involvement in the Women's
Movement usually begins with a
flash of consciousness raising. A
wife suddenly gets tired of her
husband ordering her around. A
woman office worker gets fed up
with being passed by for
promotion. A female student" gets
upset with sexist ideas conveyed
by professors. That woman will
begin to look around her and find
out that she is not alone. Conversation during a bridge, game
turns to sharing of household
chores. Secretaries organize and
try to form a union. Female
students organize into a political
action group and run a candidate.
Organizations like the National
Women's Political Caucus, the

U

Baruch ConcertsOffers Variety
by Jane Barrefl
The Baruch Concert Series has
begun. Featuring everything from
experimental electronic music to
Bach's acclaimed chamber music,
the series is guaranteed to
transform your otherwise vacant
school day into a myriad of audio
delights. The concerts, sponsored
by the Baruch Music Department
and coordinated by pianist Prof.
Francis Brancaleone, will be
performed by students and
faculty alike through December
20th in the Walter E. Nallin
Recital Hall, Room 1220, 23rd
Street Building.
Notables among the many include Milton Hinton, conductor
of the Baruch Jazz Ensemble,
who has recently been appearing

with blues singer' Pearl Bailey.
Other notables include Or. David
M. alan and Erik Lunkborg,
both recipients of the
Guggenheim award for music.
The two will be presenting their
original works along with other
faculty members December 12th
at 8 o'clock in the evening.
Students will 'be playing in a
mixture of bands, orchestras and
ensembles as well as performing
solos. Bryan Bauer, trumpet
player for the Baruch College
Band, says he is very enthusiastic
about the upcoming series, and
adds, "There is so much variety
going on this year, anybody who
can, ought to stop by and check it
out. "
Or. Ora Salornan, violinist and

Chairwoman of Baruch's Music
Department explains, "The series
is a very important event in the
Music Department. Beside the
obvious benefit for the musicians,
it 'also provides those students
who have never had the chance
the extraordinary experience of
listening to a live performance of
classical as well as contemporary

peices. It really opens up their
perspectives and we feel happy to
be able to fiJI that gap;":
The concerts are free and open
to the general public. Red flyers
with the complete concert
schedule are posted throughout
the school, or you may drop by
the Music Department on the
twelfth floor and pick up a copy;

A. Wells

Cont'd. from p. 3
The question then becomes
"What is the next move?" The
student government is Investigating alternatives to the
changes and further methods of
showing
student
protests.
Petitions are. fine, but more vocal
opposition is required. A united,

coordinated effort by the student,
body can be an effective tool of
letting our displeasure be known
to the administration. The choices
are relatively simple: Accept the
changes or convince the powers
that be to reconsider their implementation.

/

ACCOUNTING STUDENTS
NEED CASH FOR . . .

Part-Time Laboratory
Instructor Computer Programming or Accounting

ACCOUNTING STUDENTS
NEED CASH FOR ...
Books ... Tuition... Holidays.
NEED TO WORK AROUND
SCHEDULE .•. Consider.

. Fun.
YOUR CLASS

ACCOUNTING STUDENTS
NEED CASH FOR ...
Books. .. Tuition... Holidays.
NEED TO WORK AROUND
SCHEDULE ...
Consider ...

. Fun.
YOUR

Private, non-profit junior college has an immediate opening
for a part-time COBOL laboratory instructor.
Positions are also available in
accounting and various programming language for the
Spring Term.
Salaries commensurate wi$
qualifications and experience.
Call.or write:

CLASS

F-O-R-T-U-N-E
TEMPORARY
(212) 599-3050
505 5th Ave (42nd) 17th floor,

Mr. Eric Rosenberg
Chairman
Department ofBusiness
Administration
Bramson' Ort Technical Institute
44 E. 23rd Street
New York 10010
(212).677-7420

WE CAN EMPLOY YOU IN A POSITION TO
Get the $$$ you need. . .
When you need it . . .
Long term/short term assignments.
LET F-O-R-T-U-N-E HE-LP FILL YOUR XMAS
srOCKING!!!
.
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The Women's Center"
by Caroline Tear
This fal! has meant a fresh start have started to provide referrals
for many of us here at Baruch to a wide range of health and
College, and the Women's Center 'other general feminist services in
has been no exception. The the New York City area.
members of the Center are
Our first major event will be the
currently trying to pick up the . presentation of Dr. Susan Locke,
pieces that have been left behind.
who will speak on "Male and
Our primary objective is to start Female Relationships and Rolea resource collection of research
Playing." This will be a joint
material for information on many effort made by both the Women's
women-related topics. This will
Center and the Psychology
be in the form of various Society.
newsletters
and, pam ph lets
Thursday, Dec. 13, the Wosupplied by several nationally men's Center has planned a
recognized
women's Health Fair, where information
organizations. We will also on related topics will be readily
sponsor and co-sponsor a series available, A cultural event that
of programs and lectures on wiIJ be coming in the near future
various topics of' interest to is a performance of Penchak
women. This will also include Silat, a martial art's dance, by a'
informal talks, "brown bag few members of the Women's
lunches," and workshops. We Center. '
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CUNY Budget .. •
Requests for 80-81
by Michael Flanigan

.
The University's formal budget
request for 1980-81 is the result of
a six month process in which the
needs of each college were
scrupulously
examined
at
meetings held between the
Chancellor and University Budget
Office personnel, and respective
college officials.
Prudence
has . been
the
operative word throughout this
exercise, and consequently only
projects considered to be of, the
highest priority have been
recommended.
The request accordingly reflects...
the following priorities:
® The urgent need to compensate
for rapid inflation in high priority
areas involving expenditures
other than salaries. These include
instructional equipment and
supplies and-costliest of allenergy.
• The need for additional faculty
at selected colleges to eliminate
serious staffing deficiencies.
• Funding of the full annual cost
of salary increases' which were
effective in 1979-80 but only
partially funded for that year.
Working
against
this
background, City University has

by Amit Govil

~- Senior Colle[Es,
tral (ffice

BII--

Community Colleges

J

f.:

Scheol

an~

Robert J .. Kib~Chanceilor, City University of New York
Baruch has requested $25.2
this request will be made in the
Legislature when the Governor
million for the fiscal year 1980submits ttre 1980-81 Executive
81, an increase over current year
figures of $3.1 million.
Budget. The concerned are
waiting.
In January 1980, decisions on

Ce~~

CollegE of Staten Island (COS1) ~ and
New York C1 t.yCommunl ty College (l\YCCC)

requested $556.8 million, which is
$40.4 million or 7.8 percent over
the current year's level. This
request is summarized under three
broad headings, all showing
increases over current year
figures, as follows:
Baruch
The most decisive element, as

(000,000)
Requested
1980-81

well as the starling point for the
request, is projected student
enrollment for the related fiscal
year. Baruch's big nine-percent
(9010) increase (the largest in the
CUNY system), has placed it& in
good standing in the University}
'Pr~sident Segall made this point
when he met with State and
CUNY officials earlier this year.
•

(000,000)
Increase
over Current
Year

Senior Colleges $366
Community Colleges
$135
COSI
and
NYCCC
$ 55

$ 4 (28.1 010)

$556

$40 ( 7.8010)

$29 ( 8.6010)

s

7 ( 5.5010)

•

Controversies and Mi~appropriations:
.Administration

The
Administration,
the
students and -the faculty are. the
key components of any college. A
good college is one where the
three elements work in conjunction with one another and for
one another. Baruch College,
however, is one where each works
separately, indifferent- of each
other.
. For the purposes of this. analysis.
faculty is of the least importance.
For the most part, in this college,
a faculty member does not involve himself in the affairs of the
College or with the other two
elements as long as he gets paid
every other Thursday for the
required twelve hour week
workload and is still able to make
it on time to his law, accounting
or consulting firm or some other
business outside of-College.
Thus the real conflict is between
the administration and the
students. But then this is like
comparing David and Goliath.
The administration being the

former and the students being the
latter.
Due to this existing conflict,
administration's tactics have
included independent decision
making (without proper student
input) and
covering
up
"mistakes," however one tactic it
is best known for is the ability to
keep the student element completely oblivious of the happenings within the administrative
circle.
The latter tactic is well exemplified in the case of the printing
of the 1979-80 Undergraduate.
Graduate bulletin and the Student
Handbook. The original contract
for such printing was registered
with the slate for the sum' of
$64,000. However, the administrator in charge of the
operation,
Professor
M.
Mikulsky, Director of Campus
Planning, handed over a final bill
for $77,000. Prof. Milulsky, in
charge of the design and the

NEED CREDIT?
\

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gra~uate

~

Tooyoung. to borrow?
New in town/no references?
Erase bad debt records
Skip bill's without ruining .credit
Receive loans w'ithin weeks of beginning this program
Information on updated credit laws' and legislation
Your rights under the Federal Credit Acts

~

by

Amit
Govil

makeup of the three bulletins.
apparently erred by initially
omitting the list of the faculty and
staff in the Undergraduate
bulletin, however detecting it
before the actual printing, it was
corrected at a cost of $9,000. In
addition about $4,000 more were
incurred for an approximate total
of $13,000. The purchasing
department was not aware of the
increases until -the bills were
received and there was no record
of proper authorization being
given for the increase of the
$13,000 in excess of the original
contract.
What is significant 10 this

SEND FOR

situation is not the fact that
$13,000 additional were spent due
to mistakes (which might have
been avoided by proper
management and control) and the
fact that some area or areas will
have to be reduced by $13,000
from their original budget, but
the attempt by the administration
to "sweep it under the rug." One
of the assumed principles under
the administrative constitution is
the fact that the administration
can not only make no mistakes
but it does not posess the ability
to make mistakes. Thererfore, -if
in reality a mistake does occur,
the first and most important step

SOLVE ALL
THESE
CREDIT

Conr'd. on page

THE CREDIT GAME
/

I

is to cover
it from
.
- the student
element or claim. that it is not a
mistake but an ordinary and
anticipated procedure. (And all
this time I thought "to err is
human.")
to illustrate, during my 10terview (in the third week of
November) with Mr. Aaron
Sklar, the administrator of
Business Affairs, to discuss the
printing of the bulletins, he
seemed rather oblivious of the
entire 'matter as he could only
vaguely recall cenain happenings
by straining his memory. In fact
the only thing he could recall for
sure was the fact that Prof.
Mikulsky was in charge of the
entire operation and only she
would be able to provide me with
the necessary information that I
sought. This pracrice : is more
commonly known as '"passing the
buck. " What is. amazing is how
M~ Sklar could have forgotten

/

"Tired of being without credit: or up to your neck in
'minimum payments'? With th.s book you will learn how
to make the S300 bil lion credit industry jump at your
command."

)
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oriainates in the office of the President
Altllough Spring Registration •••
is usually less difficult than Fall. we expect to test several changes in the Spring so that those that are successful can be employed next Fall,
Taken individually, each change is, at best. a Band Aid. Enough Band Aids will bind our wound, but they wiH not provide an on-line
computer registration system. (CUNY Central is approaching the State 'Budget Office with a system-wide computer request which. if
successful. could provide our College with modern equipment as early as late 80/81.) ,
The change described here is the regularizing of the class schedule. The major benefit is the reduction in potential conflicts to the
registering student. Other things equal. if the schedule is regularized. "a student will have a greater jrumber of eligible courses from which to
choose." Regularizing will not solve the problem of elevator overcrowding: it might contribute further to it .• t will not solve the multiple
building problem. either. We will no' have spring registration changes that will increase the supply of classrooms nor increase the number of
full-time teaching lines. '
, Regularizing will permit the furnishing of lists of courses which meet at the designated hours. When a student is told one (or more) of his
hoped-for courses is closed. he will be able to consult a list wfliloh will tell him what he can substitute without wholesale change, We expect
this to shorten the time necessary to complete a student schedule.
In a college the size of Baruch it is inevitable that an) change will work to sorneones disadvantage. It will also work to the advantage of
others. This change has been discussed widelywithin and without the Baruch College Community. Since it brings us into conformance with
usual practices. we expect net success.
Classes at Baruch College run 50. 75. 100. ISO. or (rarely 2()O minutes. \\'e differentiate on minutes because both three 50 minute classes
and two 75 minute classes produce what are known as three hour classes. We also have what are known as one hour. two hour. and four
hour classes. All are classified here on the number of meeting limes per week and the number, of minutes per meeting. The Class Scheduling
rules are as follows:
A.
Courses which utilize three 50 minute classes a week will be scheduled during the day on a Mondav-Wednesdav-Frtdav
sequence. See Pattern A.

8.

Courses which utilize two 75 minute classes a week will be scheduled during the day and evening on a Tuesday- Thursday and
for the late afternoon and evening on a Monda)-\\'ednt'sda~ sequence. See Pattern B. Departments which need more 75 minute
classes than this rule provides loan slice 75 minute sections from the 100 minute class patterns. Startingtimes will be 15 minutes
later lhan the 100 minute pattern. The late start and the earlier end will help in alleviating the elevator problem.

c.

Courses which utilize two 100 minute classes a week will be scheduled throughout the day and evening on Monda)'-\\'·ednesda).
Tuesday-Thursday, and daytime onl) on \\,'ednesda~-Frida) or Monday-Frfdav (to avoid Frida)' night). See Pattern C.
Courses which utilize four 50 minute classes a week "ill be scheduled on Mondav-Wednesdav-Fridav
..
.
.. with the fourth class
placed where it will fit best. Adapt Pattern A,
--........
,

E.

Courses which 'utilize one 150 minute class a week or one 200 minute class a week should be scheduled to minimize potential
couf'llcts-e-probably '(a) one each night Monday-Thursday, (b) Fridav afternoon, etc. (etc. includes other hours that fill a
classroom).

F.

Courses which meet two 50 Minute classes or one 100 minute class a week can be scheduled on either A or C above, If C is
employed, two 50 minute classes would Ol"l'UP) one 100 minute time slot.

Class Schedule Sections For Spring '80
PATTERN A: THREE 50 MINUTE CLASSES.
Monda,',
Wednesdav and Frida,".
-----""
. "
~

~

Section Codes
8:00 a.rn , - 8:50 a.m.
,9:00 a.rn , - 9:50 a.Ill.
10.00 a ,Ill . ..; l(J-:j'(}a.m.
I 1: 00 a. In. - I I : 50 a. Ill.
12:00 noon - 12:50 p.rn.
1:00 p . Ill. - I : 50 p. 111 .
2:00 p . Ill. - 2: 50 p. Ill.
*3:00 p.rn. - 3:50 p.rn ,

A
B
~--

'-'~-C-~-_··,

o
F
G
H

have a section which does not meet
late Fr id.iv afternoon.
Il1USI

P:\. TTERl' B: T\\t"O 75 MINUTE CLASSES
Monday and "'ednesda~'
4:00 p. 01. - 5: 15 p.m.
5:30 p.m. - 6:45 p.rn.
7 :(:t() p. Il1. - 8: ! 5 p. m.
S: 3:0 p.m ..- 9 :45, p. m.. ,:,;

•

}

#

•

,

, ."

'" ":"

Tuesdav. and Thursdav
.
8:00a.m.- 9:15a.m.
9: 30 a. m. -' 10 :45 a. m ,
3 :00 p. m. - 4 :.15 p. m .
4:30 p.m. - 5:45 p.m.
,_, ,____ ,_6_:_00-p--lIL.. 1::1.5 .p . m. -----7:30 p.m. - 8:45 p.m.
9:00 p.m. - 10: 15 p.m.

Section Codes

KL
LM
TV

TR43

----=FR--6----------

~-

TR73
TR9

E

* Any cla--: offered at this hour on Friday

,

'''-~

~

Section Codes
~1\\"-l

~1\\"53
~1\\"7

7\1\\,"83

I

.'.1 •

~

•

,)...

•

I . ' ..... ' .

t

..... 'H 4

SLICER 100/95 MINUTE CLASSES
M-W" W-F" M-F" T-Th
8: 15 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
10:15a.m.-Il:30a.m.
..I 2 : 15 p.m. - 1:30p.m.
2: 15 p.m. - 3:30 p.rn.
4: 15 p.m.- 5:30 p.rn.
6: 15 p. m. - 7: 30 p. m.
8: 15 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

AB
CD
EF
GH

SUBSTITUTE FOR T\l'O 75 MI~UTE
CLASSES
(one 100 Minute class and one 50 minute
class)
11:00 a.m. - If:50,p.m,1ues~·: _
I 1:00 a.rn. - I 1 :50a:.r:n.':·Thuis~.
1:00 p.m. - 2:50 p.rn. Tues

-,

"",-

.~
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PO ->,,)-.:: j",'')~,h_

PO ,';':;;~:2'; ,_'~
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PATTER.N C: TWO 100 MINUTE CLASSES
Monday and Wednesday or
Wednesday and Friday or
Monday and Friday
SectionCodes
8:00 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.
AB
10:00·a.m. - 11 :50 a.m.
CD
12:90 noon - 1:50 p.m. (M-W only
EF
'2:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m.
GH

(Insist on)
. Demand Your Rights
Stand up for Your Rights
Protect Your Rights
Show the Administration that
they cannot infringe on Your
God Given Rights to be heard
and to be told.
. Protest Against the proposed
. scheduling with Student Government for
ABetter Schedule and A Better Baruch .

Tuesday and Thursday
Section Codes
8:00 a.m. - 9:50 a.m.
KL
MP
10:00 a.m. - 11 :50 a.m.
12:00 noon. - 1:50 p.m. (T-F only) QF*
ST
2:00 p.m. - 3:50 p.m.
-4:00 p.m. - 5:50 p.m.
TR4
TR6
6:00 p.m. - 7:50 p.m.
TR8
8:00 p.m. - 9:50 p.m.
Monday and Wednesday
4:00 p.m. - 5:50 p.m.
6:00 p.m. - 7:50 p.m. ~
8:00 p.m. - 9:50 p.m.

Section Codes
MW4
MW6
MW8

*Days modified because of club hours.
These are the hours for all the Buildings and for all
the Departments with the exception of Math which
will continue to start on a 30 minute later basis.

Dean Resigns
cont. from p.l

he has things well in hand.
"Many responsibilities are not so
differentt ;" he said.iHowever; he
added, "Whenever there is a
change t her is a degree of uncertainty. "
Eunice
Bailey,
Dean
Finkelman's secretary, will also
be leaving for An Carved, where
she will continue working as Dean
Finkelman's secretary. She feels

that this new position will be a
step up in prestige and salary, and
present u a . new experience in a
whole different field."
Ms. Bailey added that she
enjoyed working with everyone in
the office and felt it had a nice
atmosphere. There seems to be a
reciprocal feeling among the
faculty members in Student
Personnel Services.

Locker Robbery
cont , from p. I

curring on that date. In addition,
Inspector West stated that noone
conferred with Security on increasing security in the locker
rooms.
In defense of Security, Inspector West stated, "We have
one to two patrols per day,"
referring to the locker .rooms. He
added that on a personal patrol,
the athelte"s locker room was
locked, preventing his access to
the room. The time claimed by the
officer for his check was during a
volleyball game or class at eleven
o'clock, Inspector West was most
adamant about the fact that the
locker room is always locked in
the evening. The locking of the
doors has been disputed by

several student athletes. Yet, the
contention of Inspector West was
his patrols of the rooms were
limited by the locking of the
doors.
The feeling among officials in
the Athletic Department was
reflected by Ralph Sirianni when
he stated, "You can't really yell
at Security because it's a hit or
miss situation. We should be at
the top of their security check list;
the athletes have all of their
possessions in the lockers. "
However, Professor Eng instituted an additional system of
locks for the added protection of
student athehes"· According to
Professor Eng, "This system will
make it very difficult to break
into lockers."

Controversies
cont. from p. 5

over the new class scheduling
Segall and Vice-President Green
such an important matter within a
to discuss the matter. Indeed the
'period of about 3 weeks. A letter changes proposed by the administration. According to this
meeting was intended just to
dated October 23, 1979 was sent
plan, all classes will meet on
discuss the matter as the decision
by Mr. Sklar to Executive Viceto implement the plan had already
President Green, outlining the either a Monday, Wednesday and
Friday schedule or Tuesday and
been made. This fact became
entire problem concernina the
evident from Vice-President
additional un~uthorized charges Thursday schedule. The Monday,
.
Wednesday and Friday classes
Green's reply of. "99.9070," as one
and asking the Vice-President
will be fifty minutes long and
of the students asked him about
where the $13,000 would come
those meeting on a Tuesday &
the chances of the plan being in
from to subsidize the increase.
effect in the upcoming spring
For the sake of this college I hope Thursday schedule will be one
ho~r and fifteen minutes long_,_ ..registration, despite the immense
-Are yotl undecided· about a--. used to-secure a loan
__~_tb-,lJ
Mr.
Sk.la rs
va zue
This plan makes life rather
student opposition.
career or t he courses necessary to
In determining who is eligible
recollection of the $13,000 during
difficult for the student needing a
The plan may indeed be justified
obtain your academic goals? If
for a loan financiers carefully
my interview was intentional
day off from school to fulfill the
for all the administrative purso, come to a meeting of a dub
evaluate collateral and lend
because the college would be in
20-25 hour part-time work week.
poses suggested by President
that focuses on this theme. The
against it. The rate of interest
rather bad shape if matters in.After much deliberation on the
Sepll in his endorsement of the
Finance and Economics Forum,
they charge is three to five percent
volving such monetary value
students
part.
some
members
of
plan; however. its justification
which meets in room .641 in the
above the prime rate depending
escaped the memory of those in
the student government were
for student purposes remains very
26th Street Building, is such a
on the risk involved. Because' charge every so often.
allowed to meet with President
limited.
club where valuable information
their diems are usually high risk
In addition, my persistent atcan be obtained on fields related
companies, this high interest rate
tempt for the last two weeks to
to finance and economics.
is used to offset the losses that
arrange an interview with Prof.
At our October 18th meeting,
might be incurred if unable to
Mikulsky to discuss the matter
com. from p_ 2
Gerald Blum, Treasurer of the-collect on these loans.
was of no' avail as I was notified
Students fluent in Spanish with no
National Commercial Finance
At one time th..e interest rates each time by her secretary that she
2. THREE units are given if formal education in .it may take
Conference,
Sernior
Vice
charged by 1 these finance com- had a "full schedule. It is not my
he has passed THREE years of Spanish In special classes. NO
President of Fidelity Bank and
panies were thought to be intention to imply here that Prof.
language in high school,
CREDIT WILL BE GIVEN FOR
President 'of the Trefoil Corusurious (illegal). but because of Mikulsky had something (0 'hide
passed- the two-year Regents,
LANGUAGE
COURSES
poration, came te share with us
their backing they helped many and therefore avoided to speak
but failed the 3-year Regents.
TAKEN· A T- AN INAPcareers in commercial financing
companies to stay in business.
with me, as she probably was not
D. TWO·or THREE units in
PROPRIA TE LEVEL.
and factoring.
Some of the names you might
even aware of the subject of my .
language are given to the
Students who are still in doubt
Commercial financiers lend ,recognize .are Diners Club,
interview: however, it is my intenstudent when he takes it on
or have questionspenaining to
money to businesses. They're not
Butoni, Mattei, Hart, Skies, tion to exclaim the recent Uno
-either the SECOND or THIRD the above' information . should
as .stringent as banks and don't Tonka Toys, Playboy, Tropicana comment" and Uno time" policy
year level.
refer to the OfrKe of Admissions
rely on balance sheet figures and
and countless others.. In 1978,
that. some administrators have
Students who are fluent in a . for funller achicc or answers. For
other methods ~ to determine . commercial financing did over SO· -seemed to adopt when it comes to.· la~guage but have no formal
thosewhq ~t to' fmd out the
who is eligible Jor a loan. This. billion dollarSwonh of business.
meeting with student reporters.
. edUcation in that" langu.~iinit: <nurftt)et~ .Wi: :emts they have in
industry lookk' "behind the : 'Alttn>ulh·the Slanina Salary 'in
Another administrative tae:tic of take a language in Baruch at an
forap lanIuaIe. sudadataare
figures. " Commercial rmanciers
this field is' not the hi&best, the independent decision making
introductory level. Chinese on their record cards andc:an be
are mainly c:O~~ with bow~p.,,,,~"*,~~~~~q!~~-without proper student in'Put is studems who have had <:antonese obtiuned from the R~rar's
fiFin-:~~8rMftbe··eo1tatelal~~~~
. " ' . ~'ictent. in- the-·HICftH.cOAtrO\·er.&~· are 'allowed ·to·t.ke-~rin~ Off"~.

Finance Forum

Language Requirements
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Student Opinions
Are Important
Change in Scheduling ofClasses
,
What would you call a system of government that didn't
allow its people self-autonomy concerning their own bodies?
Over-bearmgf Oppressive? Facist?
Perhaps these words are the ones that come to the minds of
Baruch students when they think of the arbitrary rearranging
of the Schedule of Classes by the college administration
without all!lwing the Baruch community to participate in the
decision-making process.
In the Baruch Irregular, several advantages (page 6) are
stressed by the administration for implementing the
regularized class schedule. Also, many disadvantages are
known and discussed on regularized class schedules.
Yet, the most disheartening problem surrounding this issue
is the disregard in which the President's office held students'
opinions on the matter. The major problems facing Baruch
College must be worked out by a total effort of the Baruch
Community.
Band aids and panaceas will not solve the problems of the
Baruch community. No single man or group of men can
resolve-the difficulties of Baruch. Students do not expect the
college to solve our problems in a day. We do expect the
College and President Segall to see_ the importance of student
involvement in forming policy.
Students elect representatives, in the tradition of our
American political ideology, to express, the views of the
student body. For V.P. Green to state general students were
asked to comment on this issue, open the question of WHY
The telephone number of student government is not a top
secret item. We do not see the true advantage of not asking
student government for its opinion.
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Dear Martin McDowell
Edito'r-in-Chief of The Ticker,
I wish to voice a serious protest, on behalf of many Baruchians, regarding the editorial policies-of
the Ticker newspaper.
_
It has been brought to my attention during the last three semesters that the editors of the Ticker
consistently refuse to permit the varied
talents of Baruch students to find expression through your
.
lpublication.
-, ,
,
For example, many colleagues of mine have, with disgust, pointed' out that some of their contributions are actually thrown 'out without explanation from your office or that you diligently refuse to
give publication to contributions such as poems and short stories.
It is tragic that in a school publication, which the Ticker is, students who freely and voluntarily give
of their budding talents should encounter s-uch a crude 'response.
May I ask you sir, what is the editorial attitude toward poems and short stories? To be more precise,
do you feel that a school newspaper should publish only news items and selected features? Should the
Ticker newspaper present only a narrow perspective of Baruch life?
It must be remembered that the Ticker is a SCHOOL publication and NOT a regular newspaper. As
such, one should not expect it to compete in contents with the daily publications.
Is it right for the editors of the Ticker to unilaterally decide to omit short stories, poems, and other
literary contributions merely because these are not favored by such editors? Is it not the duty of the
Ticker to serve the interests of ALL Baruchiansand to democratically allow, within the ethical bounds
of journalism, all students to contribute a perspective or input of their own?
I feel like many, many others that freedom of expression is being seriously violated at t he Ticker and
that a creeping dictatorship at this publication is currently challenging democracy at our beloved and
reputable college.
As a gesture that there is still some freedom of expression left at the Ticker, I dare you to publish
n.y letter and an editorial response. Certainly, many concerned Baruchians need clarification of this
important and dangerous situation.
Sincerely,
Miles A. Hintzenv->.
Baruch Student
e-

•

A Call For Student Unity

0

Major changes in college policy for registration and class
schedules are not minor issues. These are issues that concern
ail of the Baruch community. With this concept in mind,
many feasible solutions could have been proposed to resolve
this seemingly unsolveable dilemma.

Martin McDowell .
Sandy Jacolow
Edward E. Scott II
Keith Almodovar
April Dunleavy .
to
Donald Laub o.
~
Amit Govil
Diane Salvatore .
Steve Koenig •..
.Ernest G. Fagan
eter Lewison .
Clark Sparks ...
Richard Hill
~
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President
contentions
that
reducing ,the number of Clubs
would make more monies
available, and the pressuring of
the Finance Committee to act is
taking heed to a disguised
situation and avoiding the real
issue at hand.

"Students United Will Never Be
Defeated"
These budgetary dissatisfactions
and inequities stem from the
precarious situation that has been
allowed to exist under the Baruch
College Association. All student
activities fees are managed by this
Association which has as its
chairperson the Dean of Students,
Jay Finkelman. Controversial
items that should be brought
before this board that would, as
the proverbial saying goes, "rock
The- bbar'--'--" are-s-impty-}nrrea-ffl
committee. In order not to upset
the cozy position that the administration now enjoys, the

Dean of Students has declared his
control over other areas that are
of interest to students. These
controls are manifested by his
position of chairman on the
Student Center Board and the
Media Board. It should be noted
here that all items approved by
the Student Center Board and the
Media Board must also be appro v e d
by t be Col leg e
Association. This situation which
allows no room for dissent and
critical judgment is indicative of
the numerous claims that the
rights of students are being
circumvented. It is this issue of
asserting our rights as students
and not the bickering among
ourselves that requires the attention of all students concerned.
One need only to take a look at
the Baruch College Association
balance sheet and decide for
oneself fflnere-Is -en-ougfi- money
for all student' clubs and
organizations.
JOSEPH I. SELLMAN
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Dear Editor:
In reading your November 8th
issue of Ticker I have come to the'
conclusion that your Editorial
Board is perhaps as much in the
dark as are other fellow students
when it comes to the issue of who
controls Student Activities Fees.
In your editorial, "Explaining
Student Government Budget," it
sounds as though you have fallen
into a trap which Student
Government and other student
organizations have done so often
in the past. The Trap of putting
down
another
student
organization because one got
more monies than the other is
nonsense and is welcomed by
some administrators as a disguise
to polarize the real issue at hand.
The present Student Body
President has also placed himself
in dangerous predicament. In an
.article entitle "Student Govern-rilent--Enjoys--tncreasect---Budger.'
we are again confronted with the
same situation of students putting
down one another. "fbe D.S.S.G.
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Something About Security
by Adam Marcus

articles and editorials, a student
Unbelievable you say? On your
'Last year an enclosed bridge,
security guard was placed there,
campus you ask?
directly linking the 23rd St. at the empty desk. His tasks
It's true. Look up past issues of
building with the Student Center,
included checking LD. cards.
the Ticker. Ask well read students
by way of the fourth floor
AGAIN?!?
who attended Baruch last year.
stairwell, was reopened to the
In the past weeks- of school, I
Ask the victims if you must. It
Baruch students. It represented.a
have used this bridge quite a
might have been you.
dry alternative to the alley in
number of times. Not once have I
An empty stairwell or corridor
between these two buildings.
seen a security guard, hall
is an open invitation for such
However, some dispute arose monitor, or any other sort of
crimes. Empty and secluded, as
over the lack of proper security protection visable, What is going
well as dark, are just a few of the
'given to this narrow corridor in, on?
numerous descriptive adjectives
the sky. Last year, a picture
available for use.
-"
appeared in the Ticker, of an
Last year', there was a massive
Must there be other tragic
empty desk situated at the 23rd
wave of publicity in all of
episodes to prove the importance
St. entrance to this corridor.
Baruch's tabloids relating to
of security? Shouldn't Baruch
Along with it ran an article,
security. A short summary of
protect its students as well as
telling of this situation. Three these would include such eye
educate them? 1 think the answers -,
weeks latet."after,~h~'9~i~,Qf,""~~~~-,~:',.. ~~mpte4,~ .r~p<:, .. ,,.-,,t,o• rhese questions ar~e.-, obvious.; ."_,"
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OPINIONS
Tennis Class Complains of Negligence
~

This article is written on behalf
of all the frustrated students who
have registered for tennis at
Baruch, but. have instead been
faced with cancelled classes week
after week.
Eight weeks have passed since
the . current semester began..
Twenty-five . or so students
registered for tennis, section CB3;
Friday, from 9:00 a.m.-l0:50
a.m. to learn as the college
catalogue states the "rules, theory
and development of basic skills
for singles and doubles players."
During these past weeks, class
has been held only 3 times and
cancelled 5 times. We met. the
first, second and fourth weeks 'of
the semester while class was
cancelled once by the professor
and 4 times by the Armory where
tennis is held. The first week was
orientation', the second week the
forehand was taught and the
fourth week week we reviewed

what we learned on the second
week.
It is common knowledge that
Baruch College doesn't pay any
rent for the use of the Armory
and that the Armory allows us to sue its facilities without charge.'
This means that when the
National Guard needs the Armory for exercises or ceremonies,
tennis classes can be cancelled,
even without prior notice!
The entire class is disgusted and
greatly upset to come to tennis
class, for the past 4 weeks, only to
. be told it has been cancelled
again. For most of us, tennis is
. our. first or only class on Friday.
We expend carfare and rush to
tennis only to be disappointed
again and again.
. The reason many.: .. of us
registered for tennis is because of
a genuine interest to learn the
game. Tennis lessons are quite
expensive and most of us are

taking advantage of the opportunity that : Baruch offers
tennis to satisfy our' physical
education requirement.
On the average each student is
paying -$40 a credit for tennisthat's $40 x 25 = $1,000 total· for
only ONEtennis class!!
As, of now, all we have learned
is the forehand and even that has
not been perfected by many of us.
There are only 5 ~ore te~is
classes scheduled for the semester
and it is doubtful whether the
average student will have even the
fundamental skills to play tennis
after this semester. Two ,tests are
scheduled for the semester, but

morning.

A letter of grievance has
already been sent to the chairman
of the Physical Education Dept.,

Mr. Albert J. Nagell, stating the
students' frustrations of the
phantom tennis c l a s s . . .
The problem rests solely with
the set-up Baruch College has
with the Armory. If Baruch paid
rent to the. Armory, the facility.
would not be repossessed
everytime the Nationa Guard
conducted exercises. The students
now pay tuition for their
education, which includes all
courses taken at Baruch.
There is no excuse for such
gross incompetence by the administration at Baruch .
Signed,
"The Tennis Class"
Section CB3

Spring '80;
Another Disaster
individuals who decided they had
ahd enough with Baruch and its
current administrative policy.
This means that there is now
only one person who is on the
registration staff who has been
through a registration (that
person
shall
also
remain
nameless.)
With all· these professionals
resigning, does this not imply
anything to the administrators of
the college?

Response to Merit System
Dear Editor:
Re: Article by Dr. Lester Alston
in your November 8th issue
As representatives of Gittleson
employees, we take exception to
what Dr. Alston said, though he
was speaking of teachers and not
Gittlesons. However,as Civil
Service workers we feel he has
demeaned us as much as his
fellow workers.
The merit system was replaced
by Civil Service because of
corruption,
favoritism
and
nepotism just to name a few of
the inequities that went on while
we had the merit system.
The unions fought for seniority
so that those who were . looked
upon unfavorably, those who
were a different
creed or. color
.

what can we be tested on? How
are we to be graded if there was
not enough time to perfect the
skills taught us?
By right, the tennis class should
receive a refund for the entire or
significant cost of the course since
the basic techniques of tennis
have not been taught. In addition,
each student deserves an "A"'for
the course, just for the effort of
showing up every week and
spending the carfare just to arrive
at the Armory at 9 o'clock in the

.would not be left behind while
"teacher's pets" went ahead.
Instead ofa merit system why
not ask for increments for those
who are deserving be they
teachers or Gittlesons. We must
work together. so that all are
treated equally and not just a
favored few.
It
is
incumbent
upon
management to adequately warn
workers who do not measure up
to required standards, be they
professional or office workers.
Dr. Alston must be aware that if
they do not maintain their
prod uct i vi t y level dismissal
procedures can be invoked.
Ruth Meyer
Carolyn Rosenberg

c:-:

--Sfalesmen
Unnecessary
Dear Edi tor,
The problems at Baruch
College are both diversified and
vastly numbered. Among them: a
small, usually crowded library
with an inefficient and archaic
security system; a lousy food
service system that not only has
food of questionable taste but
also serves it in much too
congested areas; a gross lack of
lounge and study. spaces; overcrowded classes, that with
enrollment increases aren't
getting any better; student apathy'
(which I find dearly founded); a
mostly powerless student
government; and a registration
system that boggles the mind.
But there are other problems as
well. One of which is our schools
epithet; The Statesmen. For its

epitomize Baruch's basic
problem: administrative bar- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
barism.
Statesmen connotates, as the
registration system exemplifies,
that the Baruch College Ad- .
ministration. is not meeting its
TQ all Baruch Students:
responsibilities to much of the
As part of the Helpline services, we are looking for
.student body.
volunteers who -can be interpretors for fellow studen·~s. The
The "system" at Baruch is
time varies according 'Q the students' needs. Anyone who is
terribly antiquated, arid as un'interested and speaks a foreign language .should~coil.ac. the
fortunate yet typical as it is,' it's
Helpline Office for further information.
I
the students who are paying the
Baruch Helpline
price. But this has to change.
Baruch is our school, it should be
responsive to our needs and
reflectant of our character. Not
even having a Registrar- and the
use of UThe Statesmen
are
things we shouldn't have to put
up with or stand for.
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MUSICAL PROFILE:

DOZIER'S DISCO

Father & Son from "The Shem Plavs"

_by Susan Gucclnello
"Mother Nature, Father Time"
While it is not uncommon for a is basically a disco band although,
college student to have a -full-or- -says Ed.
pan-time job aside from his or . The band does have some
her studies, some students have original music which they per-careers which are more exciting, form in their act. Most clubs,
colorful, and demanding than however, would rather have them
most. Ed Dozier, a 29-year old play popular, top-of-the-charts
father of two and a full-time music, since this is what appeals
student at. Baruch, is one such
to the crowds. Last year, the band
person. Ed is a member of cut an album,' under the name
"Mother Nat ure, Father Time," "Lightning" (a shorter, easier to
a band which performs not only remember name) on the
in New -York, but around the Casablanca label.' But due to lack
country as well.
.- _. -- - otproperpromotion, the album
"Mother Nature, Father Time"
was not very successful. Ed's face
is a six-man group consisting of grows serious, his eyes lose their
John Henderson, guitar, lead and
now-familiar liveliness as he
background vocals; Dave Collier, discusses this failed project. "We.
bass guitar and background are in the process of cutting.
vocals; Paul Caravella, drums, anot her al bum of original
lead and background vocals;
material," he adds on a more
Gary
Dunn,
guitar and optimistic..note, "and hopefully it
background
vocals;
Louis - will be out next year."
Goldstein, keyboard, lead and
Some of the cuts on the album
background vocals; and Ed, who will lean toward Jazz and the
does lead and background vocals.
Blues, the style of music Ed
John and. Ed's friendship stems prefers. Unfortunately, there is
back to their youth, but it was not
not much money to be made in
until five years ago that Ed joined this type of music. "Disco and its
John's band, of which Paul was
offshoots are what appeals to the
already a member. The other . crowds, and that's 'where the
members have been added a'ong
money is right now." explains
the way.
Ed.

Besides performing in the tri-'
state area in clubs suclr as U.S.
Blues in Rosly, Soap Factory and
Cherriev, the group also tours the
country as "Bionic Boogie," a
project done in association with
Greg Diamond, producer of disco
records.- They tour with other
bands and performers such as
Evelyn Champagne King, Instant
Funk, G.Q., Crown Heights
Affair, B.T. Express, and Gary's
;- Gang. Each tour can last three to
" four months. "Bionic Boogie"
-, has performed in concerts held at
the Limelight in Hollywood,
j

Ed Dozier
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-College ......
After flying high, we are
abruptly brought down to earth,
in "A Room for One Woman."
Also a one-act play,this deals
. with a woman's struggle to understand and cope with rhe
inevitable cycle' of lifev; The
female
c o-u n t e r p a r t
of
"Napoleon's Dinner" is a much
more sober play with raw feelings
subtly expressed.
The three characters of this play
are at. different stages of a
woman's life. Lil 'still has her
- husband, children. and pets to
care for and to need her. Mrs.
Pedley. the old woman, is moving
out of the room. She has no
children. Her husband is dead.
And she's very much alone: Mrs.
Beesley is "the new woman." Herhusband just left her, her children'
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Robert Greenridge's steel drums.
From ECMcome two more
beautiful albums from Jan
Garbarek and Egberto Gismonti.
Gismonti is a Brasilian guitarist
of dazzling sensitivity, and Solo is
almost more beautiful than his
previous ECM releases, Danca
das
Cabecas and Sol .do Meio Dia.
.
He uses guitar,piano, and
traditional
instruments
to
wondrous effect.
- Photo with Blue Sky from the
Jan Garbarek Group is a
shimmering breath of Arctic air
from that impressionistic sax
player. He doesn't break any new
ground ground here, but both
recordings
have
exquisite
pressings, and Solo runs to almost
an hour of music.
Even ICIer than Garbarek's
Nordic sax is Eskimo, by the
Residents, a San Francisco group
on Ralph Records. The Residents
have reputation. for being the
weirdest of the weird. but I
haven't heard their five previous
albums. Eskimo was recorded
over a period of three years, and
attempts to evoke their
ceremonial music and their
cultural life cycle. It succeeds
admirably, both as haunting
music, and as a beautifully
packaged artifact.
Programmatic stories are written
inside, and the cuts, are' The
Walrus Hunt, Birth, Arctic
Hysteria, A Spriit Steal A Child,
and the Festival of Death. The
instrumental music is difficult to

descrrbe, but if you like Eno, you
should buy this without question.
If you don't, well why not? .
Fellow San Franciscan Sylvester
has finally released a live album,
the now standard 3 sides live &
one studio disco side. Living
Proof, doesn't show Sylvester'at
his absolute best, but some of it
really shines. Sylvester is a live
performer, and his gospel roots
propel him into into your con':'
sciousness permanently. Could It
Be Magic/A Song For You show
Sylvester and Two Tons O'Fun
(Martha Wash and Izora Rhodes)
at their spine-tingling best, and
Eric Robinson does a soulful
piano. Next comes a footstomping Happiness, followed by
(he blues; Lover Man Where Can
You Be. There's a sidelong
medley of Dance Disco Heat and
Mighty Real, and the studio side
just doesn't cut it next to
Sylvester's
previous
disco
workouts.
One album you should not miss
is Inga on RCA. Inga is a German
rock singer, formerly with the
mediocre jazz/rock band
Atlantis. Wnh Richard T. Bear
producing, lnga comes up with
the best hard rock album 'Since
Genya Ravan's And I Mean It.
Cuts include a version of
Roxanne that I like even better
than the original, and a hysterical
Marlene Dietrich parody called
Grade B Movie. Breakdown
sounds like Led Zeppelin, and I'm
A Woman lets you know it the
hard way.

Social Work
·***Invites Yon
to Attend A ***
MINORITY RECRUITMENT
CONFERENCE
Saturday, December 15-10 a.m,
Located at:
New York University
-Loeb Student Center-Room 310
566 LaGuardia Place'
Further Information:
Carol
Rubin
598-2614
L

, sa

MORE ROOTS ROCK

This month's releases "include
several technical breakthroughs.
Ry Coocler'sBop Til You Drop is
the first rock album recorded
digitally, and Crystal Clear has
two direct-to-disc offerings from
the Dillards and Taj Mahal,
Bop Til ,You Drop is clear-cut
proof of the clean sound of
digital recording. It sounds fresh
and alive, and what's more, so is
the musicianship. Once again
Cooder dishes up a rich serving of
pure American music, this time
roots rock'rr'roll. Helping him are
America's prime session men
along with a dose of Chaka
Khan. The album also points out
the major ," problem in digital
recordings-until we also have
digital playback, the sound can
only be, as clear as the record
/pressings allow, which in this case
is far from exceptionala..
It's nice to see direct-to-disk
recordings featuring prominent
popular musicians. The dillards'
Mountain Rock is a fine album of
bluegrass rock, and the Dillards
are one ofthe best. Unfortunately
Taj Mahal's Live and Direct is a
disappointment. Despite the use
of steel drums, kalimba, and
other non-rock instruments,
except for one cut the music
barely rises above pedestrian popfunk/junk. Only' Little Brown
Dog reveals Taj to be the consummate musician we know him
as. There's not one wasted note
from Taj, Rudy Costa's sax, or

.'-
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Sylvester

WINTER CRAFTS
by Susan Cuccinello
The start of the Holiday season
in the city brings with it, the
opening of many craft fairs,
where unusual and one-of-a-kind
gifts can often be found for those
unusual and one-of-a-kind people
on your gift list. One such fair
took place at the Hotel Prince
George, located on 28di Street
,between Fifth "and ' Madison
Avenues, on the weekends of
November 17-18, 24-25, and
December 1-2.
The fair, formally titled "Winter
Crafts '79:
Antiques and
Memorabilia Show,"
focused
more on
antiques
and
memorabilia than on crafts.
Approximately one hundred
exhibitors were on hand in the
spacious room of the hotel lobby.
The crowd was small, but those
who were there took this oppor t unit y to
browse, ask
questions ab0!1~ sl?~c:ific items,
and try to talk down prices, things
which they would not be able to
do comfortably in a large throng
of people.
Surprisingly, there were many
duplicate exhibitions on hand.
Buttons, more specifically,
politieal campaign buttons, were
displayed literally by the
thousands. All types, including
small, black and white tin buttons
dating back to the late 1800's
(some of the writing was barely
legible) and large, colorful plastic
ones including many of the new
1980 buttons were available;
prices ranged from $.75 to $30.
Apparently button collecting has
become a popular national
hobby. The Political Collector, a
monthly paper, is distributed
nationwide, and it allows'
collectors to buy, sell, and trade
with collectors across the country.
Other popular items were post
cards, playbills, and magazine
covers, all dating back quite far.
These items, though not as costly

as abundant. ~ post cards were
from all over the world, though
the majority seemed to be from
Europe. Some of the scenery
pictures were indeed beautiful,
yet going through one stack of
cards is enough as one begins to
realize that when you've seen one
post card, you've seen "them all. '
The same goes for "the playbills
and magazine covers.
Some of the craft items at the
fair included ceramic pots and
canisters, hand dipped candles in
every color imaginable, and
display after display of sterling
silver jewelry. The jewelry could
be found at any boutique in the;
city, and it seemed a waste to
devote so much space to this
craft.
There were two very interesting
displays at the show, one of t~em
being.. ~~di~~,.Qf~ettipoinL_.~ ,
form of needle point in which the
stitches are so small and the detail
of the work so precise that, from
a distance, the handiwork
resembles a painting. An unframed, 12-inch square design
sold for between $40 and $60. The
other display was actually a
demonstration of a product called
"Styx and Stones." These are
wooden sticks coated with white
paint and decorated on one end
with exquisite, imported beads.
The sticks are used to hold
various hair designs in place. At
the fair, a pair of sticks cost $41 0;
i n s tor e s s u c h a s
Bloomingdales, prices start at
'18. This item would makea nice ;..
Christmas gift for a long-haired
friend, and was really a bargain,
All things considered, the fair
was disappointing in comparison
to past fairs. The title of the fair
was misleading; many people
complained about the-lack of any
outstanding craft items. Antique
lovers, however, had a marvelous " :
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College Chic

..
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feet in vampish high-heeled
catching places such as over the
sandals, shoe boots or suede flats.
left shoulder and over the heart.
You'ss be positively trendy!
Some popular night-time enFinesse is apparent in Decemsembles- include a sexily sheer
ber's evening line of fashion.
tunic dress worn with matching
Fashion gives a delightful
straight legs. It's a smash in
paradox with dramatic colors and
cream with a wide burgundy sash.
cuts played on-so-carefully down.. . The slim long sleeves annrld'crotl~ea~n""---,----l
That Is, although popular bold
deep V-neck are irresistible. So
shades are still very "In," they're
perfect for parties, and so sUltry!
more muted and deeper. The
The Oriental influence is also very
season goes back to basics with its'
current and prettily seductive,
abundant wardrobes in black or
what with snug petite fits from
'winter' white. Styles are simple
the tip-top oT Mandarin collars to
and sleek.. Remember all the
the hem cut with dangerously
glitter in last winter's disco
high slits! Available in all kinds
dresses and outfits? This year
of exotic patterns and colors,
there's a lot more polish with the
these dresses are ultra-feminine
.. barest hint ofsparktetnftute; eyeand sensational!'

.CULTURAL
EXTRAVAGANZA!
The
African Students'
Association of Baruch College
will Present our African culture to
Baruchians. This will be real, rich
and entertaining as choregraphed
by Mr. Sam Tackie Ofori and his
exotic dancer's from Africa. .
. Mr. Ofori is the director of the
exotic group and ba-s- eighteen
years experience in show business.
He is known for his multi-talents
in the areas of martial arts,
'drumming,
s t u n t m a n sh i p ,
dancing on broken glass, bottles
and nails, fire eating, acrobatic
choreography, singing, com: -- posing and arranging plus many
other similiar talents.
Tackie has also appeared .in
shows such as with the Isley
Brothers and has appeared on
stage . with artists like Paul
_RQb.e.s.Qo.!.._SidJl.ej' _.PQi.ti~_L H¥D'
Belafonte and Joe Frazier (former
Heavyweight
Champ).
He
recently performed at the African
Arts and Cultural Center in New
York in their presentation entitled
"The World Belongs to
Children. "

. . ----

Mr. Ofori's tour engagements
have been to London-Europe and
Hamburg-Germany. He has
toured most parts of the country
and his talents have earned him a
certificateofhonorary citizenship
from the Mayor of Dallas, Texas.
.On December l3th, at 5:30 PM,
the African Students" Assoc.
invites all Baruchians and their
guests to enjoy this Ghanaian and
Nigerian original and his ex- cant. hom pg. 11
from Detroit to take a mid-term.
,
perience in "African Dance" at i California, the Miami .ConThe test was at 9 a.m. and my
the Baruch College auditorium. ; vention Center, the New Syrnflight was at 7 a.rn, I made it to
Probably this is your only chance ,phony Hall, Tomorrowland in
the exam in time for the last half
to see: a major African event at Disney World, and more locally
hour. Luckily, I knew the
Baruch. Don't drop out. Come .at the Disco-Review in the New
material." Ed finds that when on
one, come all. Seeing is believing. York Colisseum. They have also
the road, he must be content with
The earlier you buy your ticket, appeared on two television shows;
doing the minimum amount of
tte better-I know attendance will one broadcast from Canada, and
schoolwork. He has also managed
be up to expectation so please do "Disco Magic," broadcast from
to stay within the cut limit for all
not wait till the last minute. See Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
his classes, something not every
..some.shows.rou will. not see..eYen ..One...of_the_._biggesL__conflicts -stOOent---<:--an-sa-y.- ..... ..-..---.
on Broadway.
. between career and school comes
Ed's bit of advice for anyone
Curtains go up promptly at 5:30 when Ed is on tour with "Bionic
interested in a career in music is to
PM. Do not believe what they tell Boogie. He must sometimes fly
you, after all Africa has back to New York in order to
something to offer, and so I urge attend a final or mid-term.
interested people to come and see "Once," recalls Ed, shaking his
things for themselves.
head and smiling, "I had to fly in

ED DOZIER

"stay away from bad contracts
and bad deals. Know what you're
getting yourself into. Although
not everyone in the music
business is a rip-off artist, there
are some people who are only
concerned with themselves; you
have to learn how' to avoid
them." One can assume Ed
speaks from experience. "Other

---
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THE HEB.REW UNIVERSITY
.'OF JERUSALEM
1980/81 PROGRAMS FOR AMERICAN
STUDENTS
.
.

o OlE YEAR PRO&RAM-for

WANTED

Color photographs (or black-and-whites) of
Fall 1979 Registration for the Yearbook.
Any
student in possession of the above is
.
urged to contact Jocelyn, Levi, Editor-in."
Chief, Lexicon 1980. Box #368, Student
.c-:
Center.

college sophomores and
juniors.
o RE6ULAR STUIIES-for
college transfer students
toward B.A. and B.SC. degrees:

VANGUARD & B.8.0.

Present
Marcia Gillespie
Editor-in-Chief of Essence
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.For AppIicItion and Information, write:
0fIice ofAcIdImic Affairs
AmericIn Friends GItha HebnIw Univlrsity

_'---:-__

Name----~---

MdrIss

Date: Dec. 13, 1979
Time:
12-2:00
.
.
Rm: 114 24th Bldg.
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FOR

FURTHER INFO~IiATIOl~ ON CAMPUS,·

~ONTACT:PRQF•. CONRAD

DE PT.

0 F r·tA RK ET I N'G,

46 E. 26th St.,
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1140 Avenue of... Amelica, New Yen, NY 10036 (212) &48-5820 .
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SlUIIES-Master's,
Doctoral and Visiting
Graduate programs.
0 SU. . . . COURIEsgiven in English. "

PLEASE CHECK DESIRED PROGRAM

.

Thanks very.
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Baruch College Day Session Student Govt.
sponsors theYOUNG ADULT INSTITUTE'S*
CAKE SALE
Come and Eat Cakel}!
Dec. 17, 1979
10:00 am - 5:00pm
23rd St. Lobby (in front of auditorium) BARUCH COLLEGE
Enjoy homebaked cakes,
bakery cakes, cookies, brownies. . .
*Support the Young Adult Institute,
-a non-profit agency serving the
needs of Handicapped Adults.
.
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Pines Hotel in S. Fallsburg (7 miles.frnm Monticello)

J an.2527
Balance due between Jan. 2-Jan 10
$48.00 -Baruch Student,
$58.00 Non-Baruch Student
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Class Council of 1981
Presents
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Day Session Student Government
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'_ BQs leaves from Baruch at 46 E. 26th St. Building
_
12:00 pm on Jan. 25 __
Bus arrives at Baruch at 46 E. 26th St. Building , _
approx. 6:00 p~ on Jan 27
,-.
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New LookF'or1980 Mr. Baruch Contest
I

On Thursday, Dec. 13, the 1980
Mr. Baruch Contest will be held
in the College Auditorium during
Club. Hours. Thanks to the
generosity of the Student Center
Program Board, who is cosponsoring. the event with the
Recreation and
Intramural
Office, this year's contest will be
a class event with over 1000

spectators expected. Larger.
trophies have been ordered and Tshirts for all of the contestants
will be.given out. A field of about
15 Bodybuilders is slated to·
compete,
Last year's Winner, Ed
Ferguson, has graduated but
Robert Marsillo, the Second
Place finisher; George Acevedo,

the third place finisher; and·
Anthony Harris, the fourth place
finisher are all back with an extra
year's training under their belts.
In addition a new group of
dedicated athletes have been
training very seriously on the
Sixth Floor ofthe' 23 St. Building.

People's Macho Man, and rhe
College Cheerleaders have created
a new cheer specifically for the
contest.

Competition will include the six
mandatory poses: front double
biceps, back double biceps, front
lats spread, back lars spread, side
The Dance Club is preparing a,- arm-chest, and most muscular
short entertainment to the Village
pose. Then the five finalists will

do a 2 minute individual posing
routine to a musical selection of
his choice. All competitors will be
judged
, according to muscularity,
symmetry, and . presentation.
Trophies will be awarded for the
first five finishers and for the.Best
"
.
Back, Best Legs, Best Arms, Best
Chest, and Best Poser.
Seating will be free and on a.
first come, first serve basis.

Men's Basketball Opens '80 Season

by Thomas J. Nihill
. In a, receI'!t sports press, co l1 :- ,
ference with Dean Bruce Wayne
Tuckmen of the School of
Education, we discussed the
problem of attendance at the
school sporting events. I was
introduced to the basketball
coach, Mr. .Julian Levine. He
enlightened me in the results of
last year's season and gave me the
prospects of this upcoming
season.
"The only way to get the
students involved i!l the sporting
events is if they are informed by
the press," said Dean Tuckman.
We blamed the attendance
problem on the fact that the
school is a commuter college. The
HIt is-not easy to sell a new
people who commute do not wait
team. Harry will be used, as a
recruit
on the basketball
program
--.
. . . ..
around after school- to support
-forward with good rebounding.
of Baruch, so I show them the
their varsity. teams. At the
ability.
sporting events-,-_ you find the quality of the school;" says'
Bernard Warren is a six foot
Varsity Coach Levine.
players there, but there is a lack
point guard transfer from
One of the uprising stars is a
of school spirit and support from
Queensboro Community College.
6'2 sophomore transfer from
the commuting students.
The coach feels that Bernard is
Dominican College in Rockland
"To increase the attendance at
one of the finest passing point
County.
Harry
Fountoukivis
was
the games we would like to get
guards in the C.V.N.Y. conthe
highest
scoring,
freshman
in
portable bleachers for the Varsity
ference. The coach expects
the
history
of
the
school
scoring
basketball games at the Armory, "
Bernard to fill the sneakers of
over five hundred points in thirty
said Dean Bruce Tuckman.
Maurice Vega who graduated last
games. Harry is' one of three
After last year's closing of the
year.
Greek
players
on
the
team,
which
season with the 8-15 overall
Richard Alexander, a 6 ' 3
is
unusual
for
a
college
basketball
record, Coach Julian Levine did
some scouting for some players
who were not recruited by the-----------____.
----prIVate coll~.
~
.

,

.

team. He is a six foot point guard
that helps Gerald Taylor at the
guard position. Gerry is a fast
5 ' 11 break-away man. Another
freshman who will be helping the
team is twenty-four year old Eric
Cobington, a 6'2 strong forward.
"I feel the players can keep the
spirit, up and be a very competitive basketball team," says
Coach Levine.
Baruch is in the C.V.N.Y.
conference and plays all of the
nine city colleges at least once. In
the 19'80-81 season the division
will be divided into an East-West
alignment. Baruch will play the
teams in their division twice
,(home-away) and the other
division team's once.
defensive forward, is from
. There will be a Binghamton·
Fouhon-Mont-gomery--Comtournament that will open the
rnunity College in Johnstown,
N. Y.· He is a smart defensive . ,team's season. This will prepare
them for the C.U.N.Y. conplayer who can hold a team's
ference and the entire season.
offensive.
"The players are inexperienced
The coach expects a great deal
on the college level, but they will
of help from the 1978 C.V.N.Y.
improve while playing together in
rookie of the year, Charles
a competitive group," states
Dudley. Charley is a strong
Coach Julian Levine.
forward that helps the offensive
part of the team.
Baruch 88, Ramapo 83
Larry Blakely also made the
11/27 @ Ramapo
C. U.N. Y. rookie of the year

JL.: '

Basketball

------~------

BLACK STUDENT ASSOCIATION
CLUB NEW YORK
CARIBBEAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION
VANGUARD STUDENT COALITION
WEST INDIAN CULTURAL WORKSHOP
Co-Sponsored by DAY SESSION STUDENT GOV'T.
Presents

"SUNPEOPLE"
'By TITUS WALKER
An African Tale based on Afrikan history and Afrikan Anthology of the Sun God
ALSO

ALVIN FORTEAU DANC~THEATER
FEATURING
Limbo Dancing
Fire Eating
Bottle Dancing -and FORTEAU's Dancers
."

BARUCH COLLEGE AUDITORIUM
17 Lexington Ave. and 23 St.
Tickets $2.00
$3.00 at Door

....
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THUR. Dec. 20th 1979
.
'6:00 p.m.'- 10:00 p.m.
. Available at Dorothy Student Gen. Lobby
and D.S.S.G. office Rm·. 409 STU. CEN.
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e're Number I!!·!
Womens Volleyball 21-0. Record Best in Baruch History
Q:, What happens when Karen
Alexander, J osefina Baez, Rosa
Esteuez, Anna Favuzza, HiHi

.T

Kim, Doris Maldonado, Maribel
Rivera, Yasmin Young get
together on a volleyball court? A:

Women Smash
Manhattan
in 3 straight

- ::

Trainer

The 21-0 Baruch Women's
Volleyball team.
The Lady Statesmen have
emerged as the first team in
Baruch's history to enjoy an
undefeated season. Playing
without adequate 'reserves, and
; Ill. Ji lIE many times away from home, the
ladies refused to fold under
pressure. Respected squads like
Man h at tan v i II e
CoIl e g e,
Dominican College and the
United States Merchant Marine
all feel rather easily under
Baruch's attack.
Even in playoff. competition,
Baruch swept thr ough the
. Hudson Valley Women's Athletic
Conference without losing a
game. Unbeaten Manhattan
College bringing in a 20-0 log, lost
to Baruch for the Conference ......
. title.
President Segall awarded the
team and coach Debbie Ferretti
with a personal food gift for their
outstanding achievement. The
title of CUNY Champion is
unofficial because seven other
CUNY colleges have not formed'
Peter Lewison
themselves into a league.

beyond belief. Numerous rap
On Sunday, November 4th, sessions of varying topics, and a
eighteen Baruch students, under "community" cooking session
the guidance of Professor Louis were but two of a number of the
Brown, embarked on "an ad- more social aspects of the hike.
venture into the unknown." The Personally, I believed this hike
point of departure was Bear would be a tempestuous exMountain in Harriman State perience, but I was undeniably
Park. Our goal: to successfully wrong. The cooperation between
fulfill the field requirements of students, coupled with the
P .E.D. 1510, or Backpacking.
amiable desire to achieve tot-al
With the sun shining brightly in success for everyone, led to the
a clear blue sky we prepared to development of friendships, the
i ncorpora t e
our
classroom expansion of knowledge, and the
knowledge into a three-day hike. overal success of our adventure.
Our preparation was extensive,
Without doubt, this class was
with talks and presentations very successful. The students,
detailing every aspect of back- thanks to Professor Brown,
packing. Topics discussed in- prepared each other through his
cluded: the care, maintenance, informative presentations for a
and use of varying types of truly wonderful experience. For
sleeping bags, tents, footwear, anyone who would like to get
and clothing: the planning of a away from the hectic, impersonal
balanced -diet , including different nature of classroom education,
types of food, and basic cooking this class cannot be beat!
skills; basic orienteering skills Note: Bakcpacking is a one credit
using maps and compasses, just course offered by the Department
of Physical and
Health
to mention a few.
Blessed . with three days of Education. It is an introduction to
beautiful weather,' our experience the use of equipment, and an
proved very fruitful. Not only understanding of basic skills and
was the physical aspect of the hike safety procedures needed for
and the hard work which went successful outdoor living. No
into setting up and maintaining a experience is necessary, and all
camp (the pitching of tents, basic equipment isjsrovided by
gathering of wood, building 'a Baruch. The only expenses the
fire, for example) successfully student must meet are those of
achieved, but the social in- transportation and food, both of
teraction which resulted was which are minimal. by Kenneth Willis
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Baruch Takes to the Hills
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Just a Sunday Stroll
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